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95th Anniversary Party

95th Anniversary Weekend
Well, what an anniversary weekend we had! Nineteen Sunbeams racing in great
Sunbeam conditions.
Coincidentally, 95 guests attended our 95th Anniversary dinner on 27 May. It was a
lovely evening, warm, sunny, lovely champagne and dinner followed by dancing to
‘Timeless’!
Please log in to the Members’ Area on the website and scroll down to the “Gallery
for members” at the bottom of the page to view the professional photos from that
evening. You can right click to individually save these low-resolution images to your
computer or request full-resolution images from me.

We were even serenaded by Danny floating past (more on that later!)

“Timeless”
A report of the racing can be found here: https://solentsunbeam.co.uk/sunbeamscelebrate-95-years-of-racing
Many congratulations to the Danny team of Roger & Jacky Wickens and Tim Martell
in winning with a race to spare!

Itchenor SC Regatta
As so often has been the case this year, we sailed in warm, sunny conditions.
Another great turnout of 17 Sunbeams.
Many congratulations to the
winners - the Danny team again
- with V68 Sky (Ollie & Harry
Gilchrist and Becky Wickens)
chasing Danny all the way,
followed closely by V61 Betty
(Peter Taylor and Robin
Richardson).

This coming weekend…
For all those keen single-handers, your time to shine has arrived! Join the fun and
see if you can beat Gayle! The Nim Ellam singlehanded race starts at 1040 this
Saturday 9 June.

Next week…
Mon 11- Fri 15 June - Points Week. If you have never raced in Points Week, you
have missed some of the best racing you will get!
The Sunbeams usually have excellent turnouts, racing at high tide and with our very
own Roger Wickens as race officer, what more can a Sunbeamer want?
Roger usually adds extra spice by trying to ensure that over the course of the week,
we race around every mark in the Harbour!
The Social Programme previously circulated is INCORRECT. The correct
programme is to be found at the bottom of this page:
https://solentsunbeam.co.uk/points-week.
The only difference is that there are 'Fun and Games' at the Old Rectory from 3pm
on the Thursday.
£5 payment in advance to the ISC Office please!
Don’t forget also to book your tickets to Wednesday’s party NOW!

Further dates:
Sat 16 June - Chichester Yacht Club Regatta - start 1310
Sun 17 June Thorney island SC Regatta - start 1310
Sat 23 June- Out of Harbour race - start 1140
Thursday 28 June - evening race to Hayling Island SC - start 1800
Sat 30 June - Corinthian Series - 1050 start

Handbook
Our handbook, which held in the Members’ Area on the website, now can only be
opened using a password, which is the same as the one for accessing the Members’

Area. If you’ve forgotten it, drop me a line. The purpose of this is to keep your data
secure, in the light of GDPR.

And finally…
From our partially afloat reporter, Monday 28 May
Many of you will know that Roger Wickens is carrying out a trial of a roller jib option
for the Solent Sunbeam. Yesterday, on a lovely sunny Bank Holiday Sunday in
glorious Chichester harbour, Roger decided to carry out one of the specific
assessments he had planned for the trial. This assessment was designed to
evaluate the performance of the roller jib during an inadvertent grounding of a
Sunbeam. Our reporter managed to meet up with Roger at his home today, just as
he was hurrying out. Fortunately, he had a moment to spare to answer a few
questions.
PAR: How would you describe the results of the roller jib grounding trial?
RW: I think it is fair to say they were a complete success. It was an important
element of the overall assessment of the roller jib option that I was keen to undertake
when the conditions were right. Not only was the weather just what I had been
waiting for, but I decided to carry out the trial where the whole Anniversary Sunbeam
fleet had an opportunity to see what I was doing and make their own judgement.
PAR: What do you think the specific advantages are of the roller jib over the
conventional sail in the event of going aground?
RW: Well, I feel there are at least three characteristics which make the roller jib ideal
when running aground, and we would only have discovered these through a practical
assessment. First, by quickly rolling the jib up, the helm is able to easily move onto
the foredeck to try and bounce the boat off the mud. Secondly, once the jib is furled,
the level of sail noise is dramatically reduced, allowing the helm to easily hear any
comments and advice thoughtfully provided by crew members from the cockpit. And
finally, having the jib neatly furled means the whole foredeck is available for the helm
in the event of a long stay before re-floating, allowing the crew the freedom of the
cockpit.
PAR: Do you have any further trials in mind for the roller jib?
RW: As it happens we discussed further possible trials whilst awaiting the tide. The
crew are keen to see how it works in a man-overboard situation, such as when a
helm goes over the side in heavy weather. And I floated the idea of seeing how easy
it is to furl the jib in the event of the roller mechanism failing to operate, but that idea
met with some opposition. Now I really must be on my way – do you happen to know
of any good florists in Chichester who will be open on a Bank Holiday?
PAR: Thank you for your time and all your efforts on behalf of the Sunbeam fleet. I
find the Shell garage on the bypass always has some flowers available…
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